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L INDALG is dedicated to the local analysis of nth -order linear differential equations
and first order linear differential systems. At ordinary points, it suffices to consider
Taylor series (power series). Any engineering student or scientist is familiar with
their resolution procedure and popular computer systems always consider a package for this goal. However, singular points require further investigation based on an
analysis of a Newton polygon and matricial manipulations. Differential equations
with singularities arise from countless applications and encompass a vast body of
contemporary academic literature (see, e.g. [1, 7]). The package ISOLDE [4]
written in the computer algebra system M APLE is dedicated to the symbolic resolution of such systems and more generally linear functional matrix equations (e.g.
difference equations).
On the other hand, the new package L INDALG [6] sets a first milestone in providing the two-decade span of I SOLDE content in an open source software. M ATH EMAGIX [5] provides under GNU General Public License, a new high level general
purpose language, for symbolic and certified numeric algorithms, that can be both
interpreted by a shell or compiled.
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